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Abstract.

A Molten Salt Demonstration Transmitter (MSDT) is required to show the
operation and design performance for closing the nuclear spent fuel (NSF) cycle for PWR
or VVER reactors operated in the once-through cycle (OTC) mode. The remnant waste
(fission products only) would be either permanently stored or held for secondary use. The
purpose of this proposal is to establish the design basis for the MSDT and compare
contemporary knowledge and demands with that from US plans for MS reactors from
1974, because both technologies are very near.

The study consists of the following evaluations, analyses and demonstrations:
1. Separations of spent fuel, preparation of fuel for the MSDT, and containers for

storage of some fission products.
2. Examinations of the physical, chemical, and material confinement aspects of the

carrier salt.
3. Calculations of physical model of nuclear transmutation and salt flow in the

primary circuit.
4. Assessment of nuclear safety and stability of the reactor.
5. Evaluation of chemical changes during the transmutations and withdrawal of

fission products from the burned molten salt fuel (MSF).
6. Evaluation of material problems of tubes and vessel production, corrosion and

possible neutron damage effects on structural materials including graphite, and expectation
for reactor life-time.

7. Design for secondary circuit and electricity production.
8. Analysis of nonproliferation effectiveness.
9. System studies for performance comparison with other transmutation

technologies.
10. Analysis of life-cycle costs and R & D costs.

The primary objective is to prepare the design basis for a small reactor, that would
confirm the possibility of destroying all Pu, minor actinides (MA), and long-lived fission
products from once-through LWR spent fuel in the reactor without a supplementary
neutron source.
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Introduction.
There were lot of reactor types, which were studied, when nuclear energy entered

into the civic applications after 1950. Main motivation was to develop facility, which will
produce cheap electricity with acceptable technical and non-proliferation safety. With the
growing standard of living generally amount of communal wastes were also growing and
people started to demand to decrease them. Demands depend generally on the economical
possibilities, density of peoples, ability of the local society or state to solve the problem
and surely on other influences which are not yet fully clear and the appeal "permanently
sustainable development" arose. In our technical notation it denotes to produce as low
radioactivity as possible and not to produce elements, which can have secondary military
use with the unpredictable consequences. Such technical demands (modern during last
decade) gave to arise ADTT tendencies and this conference is a result of it.

But let us keep the technical part of the problem - what is the best from the old
experience for our purposes and why? Main means to solve the nuclear waste problem is
not to produce it, but unavoidable step is fission and resulted fission products.
Contemporary technical knowledge suggests us to use either thorium or uranium cycle.
Practically all world experience and wastes produced up to now are from the uranium cycle
and also practically all spent nuclear fuel is stored after so called one through cycle (OTC)
burning. The only practical way now is to use neutrons to change the elements, which can
present danger for future. There are two ways now how to produce enough neutrons: (1) to
construct reactor with the excess of neutrons, (2) to construct proton accelerators with
spallation source of neutrons. Step by step it has been getting clear that the demands on
neutrons are so high that they cannot be fulfilled (at least in the nearest future of several
years) by the accelerator source (this does not means that we neglect this way). Conclusion
was to find the reactor with the greatest neutron economy to use their access for the wastes
transmutations. Analyses made in Russia showed that molten salt reactor has leading
position. There is an excellent experience and lot of materials describing it and project plan
made in US in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory from 1974 [1] (670 pages) to build up
commercial breeder during 15 years, based on the thorium cycle and 233U production. It is
not necessary to be a high expert to recognize that this old project is from about seventy -
eighty percent the same what is demanded to use plutonium and minor actinides (Pu+MA)
from the OTC PWR to transmute them into the fission products and energy. Firstly in
Kurchatov institute and also in our country was demonstrated (with a simplified
preposition) that such reactor, in which we are adding continuously Pu+MA, can have
asymptotic solution. This denotes that if we work with it we transform all fuel into the
electricity or thermal energy and after finishing its lifetime we can use the rest of fuel into
the new facility with at least the same characteristics. We must admit that fission products
are not transmuted, but it is supposed that they will be either given to the secondary use —
most of them are not radioactive and for some of them we shall look for the use or store it.
It seems that such approach is nearly ideal.

Let us look now on the various stages of the technical development of such special
facility and try to describe new problems in the view of the old experience and projects.
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1. Fuel front end.
(Separations of spent fuel, preparation of fuel for the MSDT, and
containers for storage of some fission products)

For a reactor thermal power of 20MW the separations rate will be one assembly per
60 days (2 kg U / day). About 0.8 kg of Cs137 and 0.4 kg of Sr90 will be produced in one
year. Up to the present, only classical sorption technology is available for removing these
fission products, and this technology yields a large volume of waste. Further development
is desirable to reach pure Cs137 and Sr90 in the form of CsF and SrF2. Electrochemical
methods are promising, but essentially no Cs and Sr should be in the rest of fission
products. Admixtures of other fission products with the Cs and Sr are admissible.
Requirements on separation for Tc and I for transmutation are not high (for example 5 %
loss to the remnant fission products according to the U. S. DOE ATW roadmap). Further
analysis would be necessary if non-radioactive fission product were to be removed from
the transmutation site for new industrial uses. Containers for separated highly radioactive
Cs and Sr should be designed taking into account cooling requirements with the possibility
of storing more than the Cs and Sr in these containers.

Stages:

1. Fuel elements fractionation

2. Uranium separation by the volatility method

3. Pu + MA separation by the electrochemical methods

4. Removal of the zirconium cladding

5. Radioactive elements separation from stable fission products

6. Containers for the radioactive fission products

7. Pu + MA in the form convenient for feed to the transmiiter

There are no high requirements on the purity of Pu+MA (because they will be used in the
reactor), but there should be as low as possible concentration of Pu+MA in the remnant
fission product stream.

Comment: Experience from the FREGAT project and additional studies done in RRC "KI" and
NRI Rez allow us to declare that there are no principal technical and material problems in the U-
separation and that the process is ready for the pilot plant demonstration studies. Separation of
uranium from a mixture a fission products and Pu+MA fluorides has been achieved at the five
nines purity level. The chemical separation of some highly radioactive fission products has not
been fully demonstrated.

It is desirable to have the same carrier salt for the separations as in the primary
reactor circuit, but the exact composition of primary circuit carrier is not yet known. It is
expected that the choice of carrier salt will be of small influence from the chemistry
separations perspective provided its separation potentials are far from those of fission
products and Pu+MA.

Theoretical models for ion movements and their deposition on electrodes, which
could be used to generalize chloride and other electrochemical processes, would help unify
the efforts of different chemical engineering groups participating in this study.
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Generally in this effort no significant obstacles have been identified. However,
bringing the work to the industrial level while addressing nonproliferation concerns will
require substantial effort. If the production of fuel for transmuter is synchronized with its
use (no storage) and if reactor does not work production is stopped, automatic proliferation
algorithm exists. Probably most of the results will be general and valid for the other
transmutation technologies as well. This stage of works is completely new and was not
supposed in the old ORNL project in spite of the fact that Pu+MA as fuel was supposed to
be studied, too.

2. Examinations of the physical, chemical
and material confinement aspects of the carrier salt

The existing world experience with the carrier salts is mainly based on the ORNL
experience with the MSRE from the sixties where U and Th were admixed into the carrier
salt (LiF 71.7%+ BeF2 16%). All technical considerations converged at that time to the
thermal system, where if any only very small amount of plutonium was admixed. This is
not now fully our case. We need harder spectra in order to transmute all Pu isotopes and at
least in the first design to have small rector, in which we shall be sure, that no Pu can
sedimentate during the temperature fall. At the same time for the small reactor (H=130cm
a R=70cm) Pu concentrations (isotopic mixture from the burned 3.6% enriched fuel for
VVER-440) are about 1.0mol%.

Kef(500°C)=1.00131 (stat. error 0.00085)
Kef(700°C)=0.97861 (stat. error 0.00073)

Negative temperature coefficient is reached mainly due to salt thermal expansion,
which is prompt effect (much quicker than delayed neutrons). From that follows that
thermal expansion coefficients should be thoroughly studied and measured. This is not the
case for the solid fuel reactors.

It is right, that nonreflected reactor is not very good example for the engineering
design but it is expected that the there will be for more realistic cases results of the same
type. So that it is necessary to change the carrier salt to reach greater Pu solubility. There
is a great difference between three-valent and four-valent (with F) transuranium and it is
now under question mark if the solubility is molecular or if it is in the ion form (which is
for PuF3 less probable). It is also known that PUF3 forms very stable complexes with NaF
(PuNaF4 and maybe PuNa2Fs) and that they have from the solubility point of view
analogical properties as UF4 - unlimited solubility. If it is experimentally verified we can
expect that small admixtures of NaF can solve our problem. But stable complex may
influence ion solubility and as a consequence a change of separation potentials on the
cathode. We want to demonstrate with such argumentation how the reactor thermo
dynamical and chemical demands are mutually interconnected.

Why it is so serious? Up to now we do not know how far we are limited in flux by
the neutron fluence, due to material damages and power from the given volume is
proportional to the density of the fissionable nuclei. Great space for the possibility to
enlarge the concentration of Pu+MA is equivalent to the space for compensation of
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parasitic absorption on the fission products by the additional fuel and as a result not so
frequent reprocessing of the primary circuit is needed. MSRE salt was chosen based on its
low melting point and corrosivity.

Demands on the new carrier salt should be derived also from the viscosity (as low
as possible), from the thermal capacity (as great as possible), working temperature interval
(melting point at least 450°C and stability up to 1000°C). Chemical composition must have
elimination potentials much greater that those of fission products and Pu+MA in order not
to disturb electrochemical separation methods in the primary circuit.

It is not possible to use the chloride salts because they are too aggressive at higher
temperatures and up to now there are no sufficiently firm, corrosive resistance materials to
construct reactor from it. Pioneer work of MSRE in ORNL proved stability of Haselloy-N
materials in the fluorides environment. But anyway in the Program plan from 1974 still 21
mil. US $ was supposed to spent for final R&D works for the Hastelloy N (how much it
should be now we are not able to estimate).

New fuel and carrier salt composition will have as a consequence another free
amount of fluorine ions and another redox potential and another corrosion properties. It is
not excluded that lower redox could lead to problems with particles formed form un-
fluoride elements or to sedimentation. At least part of the loops experiments should be
repeated to demonstrate mechanical and corrosion stability of materials used for the
construction.

3. Calculations of physical model of nuclear transmutation
and salt flow in the primary circuit

Modeling of nuclear transmutation in the Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) is of the
greatest interest because it should prove which type of fuel has enough neutrons to be able
to fission or transmute ourselves. Naturally it depends also on the carrier salt, determining
neutron spectrum and on the admissible concentration of the Pu+MA in the reactor.

Long live radioactive fission products (129I, "Tc) have small absorption cross-
section for neutrons and very weak beta activity and it is under question mark if to try to
transmute them. Those like 137Cs and 90Sr have much smaller half-life time so that we can
conclude that their storaging could be more effective in the first design of the MS
demonstration unit (MSDU).

Great attention should be devoted to the maximal flux in the core and effective
time (including the outer circuit). The greater flux is in the core and the greater time is fuel
in the core in comparison with the outer circuit the lower is probability of standard alpha
decays, which are the main losses of neutrons and criticality. This effect is something like
positive or negative additional source of neutrons. It is clear that up to now it was not
sufficiently deeply analyzed. It is not known precisely what are the material limitations and
how it will be connected with pumps, velocities, thermal fields etc. Existing analyses were
done with fluxes about 1015 neutrons/cm2 and with MCNP calculated spectra at the
beginning and with some control points that spectra are practically not changed during the
burn up. Fission products were taken into account not in details (through the reactivity
correction).
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On the other side this is too expensive step, which should be prepared and partially
demonstrated; like in the program* AMPULA (burn up of small ampoule with various
Pu+MA compositions in the carrier salts in the defined neutron spectra in research rectors).

Fuel is flowing through the core to the heat exchanger and part of the fuel is out of
the core all the time. Because flowing is much quicker than burn up, we can suppose that
the fuel is well mixed, practically homogenous all the time and that we can at least for this
analyses separate flowing and neutronic processes. Simulation of the long time behavior
including variants of chemical cleaning of the primary circuit is the main part of this stage.

There is a great advantage of the MSR that all gaseous fission products could be
easy removed from the system (they are forming bubbles, which are collected out of the
core) - there is nearly no parasitic absorption on Xe135!

Mathematical analyses, combined with the AMPULA type experiments must be
used to be able to predict credibility of results taking into account that it is also test of the
basic nuclear data of MA.

Details of the internal construction of the core are not yet known and neutron
spectra could be effectively modified by graphite in the core. Optimization of it, which will
not change basic safety demands (negative thermal reactivity coefficient), should be also
done. Contemporary considerations leads to the preliminary conclusion that even if at the
beginning graphite leads to the greater criticality, it leads to the lower reactivity
coefficients (up to positive one) and to the quick burning of isotopes like 239Pu and rapid
decrease of reactivity so that there is no asymptotic solution with k-effective equal one.

There is no direct prove, only to build up facility and work with it sufficiently long.
Prove should be also evident to the politicians and public in the contemporary social
situation.

Stages of work:

1. Nuclear data for Pu+MA.

2. Long time burn-up and campaign simulator.

3. Precise of calculation and use of various experimental data to correct it.

4. Optimization of the reactor core construction.

4. Assessment of nuclear safety and stability of the reactor
Generally, safety and stability considerations may be specified as followed. If, due

to some external processes, neutron flux and temperatures rise, this rise is compensated by
the internal properties of the system and by the external measures that could be
automatically put into the operation. By stability we understand that when we change
power of the reactor, the reactor cannot move into a quickly changing conditions as a result
of small external or internal fluctuations of the facility parameters.

There are two basic properties of the system to ensure stability:

If temperature and flux should reach the upper limit, the reactor fluid may be
poured into subcritical vessels, which must be under the reactor. Provision should
be included to enable this fluid removal. This measure also may address the loss
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of coolant accident, but fluid removal should be only an extraordinary and
infrequent step.

If the reactor is at a given power and there is some fluctuation of its parameters
that results in increasing flux with an accompanying increase in temperature, the
temperature increase should cause a prompt decrease of density and an increasing
neutron leakage. This leakage should have a negative influence on the reactor
criticality. For such a response, we say that the reactor has negative thermal
feedback. It must be shown (at first theoretically and then experimentally verified)
that this effect is sufficiently large and that other smaller effects (delayed
neutrons, velocity of flowing, etc) do not change the negative feedback
significantly. In the MSR these effects play different roles in comparison with a
solid fuel reactor, since in the MSR the heat is generated in the coolant whereas in
the solid fueled system the heat is deposited in the solid fuel and must be
transferred to a coolant.

Changing of fuel content may be used for long time power level regulation and
burn-up compensation. If there is an interest to have quicker change we may use external
influence such as control rods as was used in the MSRE.

There will be set of short-time disturbances connected with the change of velocity
flow, space-time effects with the delayed neutrons (since part of the delayed neutrons will
be emitted when the salt is in heat exchangers and therefore out of the reactor), and
generally from the smaller fraction of delayed neutrons from transuranic fission than from
the 235U. AH of these phenomena must be thoroughly analyzed but their effects are
probably smaller than thermal expansion and Doppler effect, and there should be no
significant resulting influence on the general safety and stability.

4. Evaluation of chemical changes during the transmutations and
withdrawal of fission products from the burned molten salt fuel
(MSF)

The MSRE worked as thermal breeder and for this reason, part of 233U produced,
had to be separated from the primary circuit. This was done using bypass of flowing
primary circuit media and special gaseous chemistry processing.

Up to now, there are no ideas, how to prepare analogous processes of cleaning of
the whole primary circuit (something like electrochemical methods, working continuously
in the main tube or directly in the reactor).

Instead of continuous on-line fission product removal, the reactor will work from
initial concentration of fuel, which will be determined from physical principles and core
construction characteristics, burning PMA until the reactor criticality can no longer be
maintained. The decreasing quality of the fuel, together with the rising fission products
absorption, will be compensated by adding new fuel into the primary circuit at greater
Pu+MA concentrations as the burn-up losses. Naturally there are several reasons why
eventually the reactor must be stopped and the circuit cleaned:

• solubility of fuel in the basic media

• rising amount of fission products as non-useful absorption
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• solubility of fission products, in order to eliminate sedimentation of some elements
in the tubes or in the reactor

• need to maintain a non-corrosive environment

When the fuel must be cleaned, the reactor is stopped and salt drained, new salt is
added, and operation is resumed. Cleansing of the removed salt then begins. Assuming
that electrochemical methods will be used, the separation process is starting with the
smallest elimination potential (EP). Therefore Pu+MA will be removed probably with
some lanthanides having nearly the same EP. More sensitive electrochemical separation to
further separate the lanthanides and actinides will be required. Next all fission products
will be removed and after that Pu+MA are returned and the carrier salt is stored for future
reuse in the transmuter. Fission products will be prepared for permanent storage by means
similar to that proposed for solid fuel transmutation or for once-through commercial spent
fuel.

Extensive physics calculations for the chemistry processing will be required to
reveal approaches to criticality and concentration profiles for formulating requirements for
chemical processing and objectives for chemical purity. The U. S DOE ATW Roadmap
will be helpful in planning the chemistry processing. While this chemistry effort will be
substantial, it is generally believed that it is practical and probably cheaper than similar
operations on solid fuel followed by re-fabrication of solid fuel from highly radioactive
constituents.

Process supposed for the MSBR should be thoroughly studied together with the
distant control methods, how they were already suggested and maybe that continuous or
semi continuous process will be found.

5. Evaluation of material problems of tubes and vessel production,
corrosion and possible neutron damage effects on structural materials
including graphite, and expectation for reactor life-time

More than thirty years have passed since the MSRE was operated and a lot of
things have now no continuity or should be modified taking into account contemporary
technological progress and new objectives for the molten salt technology. The Hastelloy-N
special alloy from which all MSRE components were constructed is not on the market and
its production must be renewed, taking into account published data. This was done in
Russia during the eighties and recently by the Skoda Plzen Company that produces an
alloy named MONICR. MONICR is an abbreviation of the basic materials in the alloy -
nickel, molybdenum, and chromium. The standard tests on the mechanical properties of
the alloy are nearly finished and the processes for tube production, welding, and corrosion
performance in fluoride salt is being developed. It is highly technical work necessary for
satisfactory performance in the reactor and for nuclear licensing. Essentially all of the
performance requirements can be demonstrated in molten salt test loops before reactor
construction.

There is also no doubt that the work can be successfully finished, because the plan
is to reestablish the technology successfully demonstrated in the 1960s rather than ignoring
experience and starting from the beginning. There might be advantages to establishing
some kind of common technical policy for all involved partners in order not to waste
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resources although this opportunity is made somewhat less important since all parties
would simply be reproducing an earlier technology.

The first sharper test are supposed in the APULA experiment in Russia. Fluxes will
be about 10l5neutrons/cm2 during months up to the year.

Special dense graphite was used in the US MSRE and issues such as surface
degradation and diffusion of fission products into the graphite require better understanding.
However the use of graphite in reactors is a long-established and highly developed
technology and the molten salt reactor will not require exploring new parameter space of
neutron damage or thermal recycling damage effects. Moreover probably there will be
graphite only to protect pressure vessel walls from fast neutron fluence. It is highly likely
that the required graphite can be selected from existing commercial products using
information derivable from the molten salt loops.

6. Design for secondary circuit and electricity production

Design of the secondary circuit, which begins with the heat exchanger, must be
preceded by a number of design choices that remain to be made. This effort has begun and
no principal problems are foreseen at this point. Price optimization and related problems
will be studied, which would arise if it seemed possible to implement more common steels
rather than the more expensive nickel alloys (MONICR, or Hastelloy). The design also
includes the main circulation pump and volume compensation.

It is probably advisable to start with a reactor design in which it will be possible to
change the flow velocity and independently the reactor power to clarify the limitations on
the local power densities in the core. The real limits arise from the temperatures of salt,
heat exchanger capacities, pump capacities, and relative volume inside'and outside of the
reactor core. Since there is no heat transfer from solid fuel to coolant, the usual limits
operating in a solid fuel reactor such as local fuel hot point are irrelevant. A preliminary
design for the secondary circuit was prepared at the Technical University Brno, Czech
Republic.

7. Analysis of nonproliferation effectiveness

It is desirable to design the molten salt reactor to minimize the production of
weapons-useful material or the access to such material at any step in the transmutation
process. For the input to the system, (1) plutonium should not be separated from the minor
actinides at any point, (2) only one spent fuel assembly should be processed at a time, (3)
the separated P+MA should be immediately combined with the carrier salt, and (4) the feed
salt should be immediately fed into the transmuter. The fuel removed from the reactor is of
significantly lower quality than that, which is fed, but the plutonium and minor actinides
are never separated and the unburned P+MA is immediately mixed with the carrier salt.
Accessibility is therefore much more highly restricted at both the front end and the back
end of the transmutation operation than for P+MA burning in a fast reactor. Because the
bum-up in a single cycle is much better than in a fast reactor, the frequency of back-end
chemistry is reduced by the corresponding factor. Furthermore, since the inventory in the
reactor will be reduced by about an order of magnitude, that amount of P+MA that must be
processed is reduced by the same factor. Overall, the back-end chemistry for the thermal
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spectrum system is significantly reduced over the fast reactor enabling a correspondingly
much higher barrier against material access in the back-end chemistry phase.

Generally the main proliferation resistance is society with its concepts of social,
ecological and criminal safety. There is nearly no technological prevention against the
states if they start to change technology. On the other side the main prevention is if there
are no dangerous materials in disposal - but it is not fully possible.

8. System studies for performance comparison
with other transmutation technologies

By system studies we mean how to implement finished technology into the industry
and how to organize its realization globally.

I would like to mention here that there are differencies in the aim of work in
different countries. For example: main aim of US (declared on the conference of the ANS
1999) is to transmute only civil spent fuel to the rest about 10% of the initial volume and
composition excluding weapon proliferation; European countries like France and Germany
used MOX fuel and it is probable that their problems will not be fully solved without
accelerator; on the other side countries like Czech Republic, Slovakia and others, which
dot use MOX have chance sole their problem fully without accelerator and use the money
from the spent fuel fund to build up capacities closing fuel cycle instead of final disposal
which will be much cheaper and of another kind. Russia is in the special situation
analogical to the US spent fuel and wastes composition but without spent fuel fund for the
civil nuclear fuel. These more or less historical and political aims have naturally technical
consequences in the supposed constructional solutions - it could be expected that all such
differences will converge to the same technology minimizing storaged wastes (only fission
products we supposed).

10. Analysis of life-cycle costs and R & D costs
A comparison of costs should be done against the solid fuel option, accelerator-

driven transmutation, and final disposal of nuclear spent fuel without any reprocessing.
Several factors suggest that the fluoride molten salt reactor can be the most proliferation
resistant and lowest cost means for closing the nuclear fuel cycle.

There are no reasons to suppose that transmuter will be too different from the
MSBR and so the preliminary conclusion should be done that this will be valid for the cost
estimations, too. Transmuter should be commercially successful even without additional
money from the spent fuel funds. And this result was obtained by the Russian projecting
organizations during the study project of the transmuter for the Mayak reprocessing
factory.

There could be additional save of money due to potential use of some fission
products from the old spent fuel (137Cs, ^ S r - smaller part as a source of hard gamma rays
for industrial sterilization) and because there will be reprocessing of hot fuel, during the
reactor work, we can work out meta-stable 9Tc for diagnostic purposes and maybe also
another isotopes. Such steps can not only influence price of the reactor but also make it
more acceptable for public.
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General remark.
MSBR project was prepared in US in 1974 and naturally existing collectives all

over the world could suppose that they are now much more clever and can do the things
much better. But it seems that there are no remarkable progress in MS technologies from
that time and moreover there are no existing collective having that experimental
experience. There are some parts in which we are now better - calculations and computers
and more advanced descriptions could be prepared and verified and parameters corrected.
But it is too soon to state that we are in the 1974 ORNL state of art and that having money
we are able to prepare commercial transmuter in 15 years.
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EVALUATION OF REACTOR PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS





AER WORKING GROUP C ACTIVITY IN 2001

Imre Nemes
Paks NPP Ltd

Hungary

AER Working Group C had its 11th annual meeting at NPP Dukovany, Czech Republic 19 -
20 March 2001. At the meeting participated 22 people from 7 AER member organisations of
three VVER operating countries. In the 2 days of the program 14 papers were presented. At
the meeting the following topics were discussed :

• Introduction of 3.82% enriched fuel. Comparison of measured and calculated data

Participants from Dukovany and Paks NPP presented their experiences related to the
introduction of 3.82 % enriched fuel. At Dukovany already 9 cycles containing 3.82 %
enriched fuel has been operated. 5 cycles of them also had 3.82% enriched control rod follower
fuels. At NPP Paks there are 2 cycles with this fuel has been evaluated, the complex trend
analysis of the main parameters of these cycles has been shown. Comparison of measured core
parameters to the results of calculation ( Moby Dick, C-PORCA ) has been analysed. Moby
Dick results also compared to the measured parameters of several, cycles of Bohunice NPP.

• Operational databases, operation of W E R s

A database of the operational states for NPP Dukovany was developed, and presented as well
as the details data collection and utilisation of database.

The assemblies removed from Paks Unit 2 at 14th cycle has been chemically cleaned, and
partially re-used at 17th cycle. The experiences of the whole history were presented.

Practical questions of the outages planning and its connection with fuel cycle optimisation were
summarised.

• Core monitoring

The KRITEX module for the monitoring of reactor criticality approach is developed as the part
of SCORPIO in-core monitoring system. The new version has been implemented at Bohunice
NPP, Slovakia.
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• Core design limits and new cycle design

The procedure of processing core design and core operation limits at Dukovany NPP was
summarised. Different safety (engineering) factors for the design calculation results and for the
operational control has been established. Taking into account the enveloping parameter set of
NPP Paks, different transient cycles of Russian and BNFL fuel were analysed.

• Simulation and evaluation of measured data

MOBY-DICK-SK results were presented examining long time behaviour of ion chamber
responses for long time scale after scram.

The problem of difference in static - dynamic reactivity also was discussed. In the presented
paper the equivalence of two reactivity definition is emphasised.

TheKIK03D simulation of NPP Paks start-up measurements was presented. The investigation
extended to the interpretation of dynamic and quasi-static measurements as well.

11-th meeting of WG C AER

List of papers:

J. Bajgl, J.Gerza, S.Dvo0ak : Experience with profiled fuel in Dukovany NPP

I.Nemes: Experience of the 1-st application of higher enriched profiled fuel at NPP Paks

I.Hamvas: Trend analysis of measured reactor-physics parameters of NPP Paks Unit 3
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